Minutes from Management Committee Meeting
Monday 11th February 2013
Boardroom, Union House
Present:

Derek Bowden
Matt Myles
Sam Clark

Lynda Johnson
Joe Levell

Apologies:

Josh Bowker

Annie Grant

6045

Minutes from previous meeting – 28th January 2013
 The minutes were agreed by the Committee.

6046

Action Log
 Sent 14/02/13 @ 10:53am.

6047

Complaints Log
 No new complaints received.

6048

Ents Passes
 The Officers expressed their views that they felt there should be an
allocation of tickets to gigs to be given to staff. It was felt this would
boost morale with the staff. It was suggested to hold 15 tickets as
“guest list” and staff can apply for the tickets up to two weeks prior
to the gig. These would be on a first come first served basis. If there
was a particularly large call for the same tickets, then the names of
staff would be entered into a raffle. These tickets would solely be
for Union gigs (not organised by a promoter).
 It was agreed for JL to take this suggestion to the next budget
meeting and discuss further with LH and NR.

6049

NUS National Conference
 JL confirmed that the cost to send an observer to the NUS National
Conference is £300. It was confirmed the Union would be sending
five delegates and JL requested permission to attend as an
observer. The Committee felt the cost of £300 was quite expensive
and debated how to ensure selection of attendees to go as
observers was done democratically.



It was agreed for JL to discuss this further with Tony Moore and to
respond to all other members of the MC via email, with outcome of
his discussions.

6050

CLOSED MINUTES

6051

Tickets for staff
 Please see 6048

6052

Drinks / queuing in the Hive
 Complaints had been received about the queuing and length of
time to get served in the Hive. Following discussions, it was noted
that this issue has been brought to the MC before and previously it
was highlighted that because of the configuration of the
workspace and the fact that the Hive is used as a bar in the
evenings, it was not possible to make many changes.
 The MC unanimously agreed that the Hive needed to change to
ensure smoother operation and cut down queues and waiting
time.
 SC to discuss further with RA.

6053

LCR exclusion
 The recent situation of excluding students from the LCR, following
repeat offending was discussed and agreed at SOC and by the
MC.
 It was agreed the LCR needs better documenting system following
incidents. Currently reports are passed to NR the following day.
 It was agreed should a student be involved in three incidents they
will receive one month exclusion. After this period, should the
student be involved in another incident then they will be excluded
from the LCR/gigs for a further six months. Thereafter, it will be a fulltime ban.
 It was agreed that NR has the right to refuse anyone entry to the
licensed premises based on safety. Should any student wish to
appeal their exclusion, there will be an appeal committee set-up,
which will consist of the C&SR Officer, Entertainments and Bars
Manager and the Bars Manager.
 SC to publicise the above decision to students.

6054

Banning Order
 A request was received from NR to ban a student, who had been
physically violent to both females and males, on two separate
occasions. The request was to ban the student until they have
completed their exams. The request was agreed by the MC.

6055

Queries from Dean Hazell re: premises
 DH joined the meeting and asked for clarification on a few points
he had heard, in relation to him undertaking some new tasks.



DB confirmed that he had scheduled a meeting with DH to discuss
these issues later that morning.

6056

CLOSED MINUTES

6057

AOB
 SC requested annual leave on 12th February. This was agreed by
the MC.
 JL requested half a day annual leave on 22nd February. This was
agreed by the MC.
 The MC invited Chloe Bone and Dean Hazell into the meeting to
discuss “The Discussion” and current state of play. It was agreed for
DH to paint the wall and CB to request the signs for Monday
morning.

6058

Date of next meeting
 Monday 25th February 2013
Following MMM
Boardroom, Union House

